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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Before the establishment of a public assistance pro-
gram in Berks County, Pennsylvania, most persons were able to
assume some responsibility for the maintenance of their indi-
gent relatives if the need ever arose. However, during the
widespread unemployment in the early thirties, it became al-
most impossible for the majority of these relatives to con-
tinue their assistance, so governmental emergency aid replaced
what would have normally been furnished by them. Then, as
business conditions began to improve, it was found that while
public funds were being provided to meet the needs of those
who had no outside source of help, the enforcement of legis-
lation requiring persons of sufficient financial ability to
aid their indigent kin would be necessary. The principle that
relatives must make a sacrifice to a reasonable degree before
the public may be expected to assume responsibility was adapt-
ed in Pennsylvania as in a few other industrial states. The
newly created Pennsylvania Department of Public Assistance,
through its county boards, became generally responsible for
the determination of what support should be expected from the
liable relatives of the recipients of public assistance. The
relatives who were affected by these policies in 1941 are the
subject of this study.

2The problem * In any study of relatives legally
liable for the support of public assistance recipients the
essential problems are: Does the relative in question have
the financial ability to assume this obligation without caus-
ing a hardship to his family or himself? Are financial con-
ditions the only reasons why a liable relative may not want to
support his indigent kin? Does a relative who appeals his
case get a fair hearing and a just decision? Do statistics
indicate that the entire relative responsibility policies of
the Berks County Board of Assistance and the Pennsylvania
Department of Public Assistance be eliminated in Berks County,
or should each relative be treated on a case work basis with
court action recommended in extreme situations? Finally, has
the County really saved money in the enforcement of relative's
support policies?
Purpose of the study . With the problems thus stat-
ed, it is the purpose of this study to analyze the incomes and
expenses of relatives affected to learn if support ordered,
assumed or expected could be readily undertaken by the liable
relative without an undue sacrifice on his or her part. The
compilation of these statistical data then becomes valuable
as a means of comparison with the various methods used by the
Berks County Board of Assistance in determining the amount of
an expected contribution from a liable relative. It also lies

3within the purpose of this study to gather information and
analyze the reasons why relatives prosecuted for support had
previously refused to contribute, as well as the attitudes of
those relatives who agreed to contribute or appealed against
the expected contribution.
Before the methods used in obtaining the information
needed to complete this study are described, a history of the
question of relative responsibility in Pennsylvania, as well
as a description of the policies of the Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Public Assistance and the Berks County Board of Assis-
tance towards liable relatives, is necessary. This is covered
in the next three chapters so that the reader can secure the
proper background to understand fully this study and its
implications.

4CHAPTER II
HISTORY OF RELATIVE RESPONSIBILITY IN PENNSYLVANIA
The concept of relative responsibility in Pennsylva-
nia can be traced back to the Commonwealth's earliest history.
At this period it was being founded by men who carried the
language, customs, and political usages of England. Because
they were so integral a part of the British Empire, their laws
were English in character, unless modified by circumstances in
the new countryA Consequently, Colonial statutes were simply
copies of the English legislation which had preceded the
founding of the Commonwealth.
Earliest developments . The foundation for measures
concerning the liability of relatives for their indigent kin
can be found in the 43rd Elizabeth, Caption II, which names
parents, grandparents and children as mutually liable for each
others support whenever they were sufficiently able.2 In
Pennsylvania this same principle became a written law in 1705
when the first general poor law was enacted The fifth sec-
tion of this statute expressed the mutual responsibility of
grandparents, parents and children for the relief and support,
1 William Clinton Heffner, History of Poor Relief Legis-
lation in Pennsylvania , (Cleona, Pennsylvania: Holzapfel Pub-
lishing Company, 1913), p. 17.
2 Sir George Nicholls, History of the English Poor Laws
,
(New York: Putnam Company, 1898), Vol. I, pp. 194-198.
3 Heffner, cit . , p. 45.

5at their own charge, of persons among them who were poor, old,
blind, and lame, as well as other impotent persons not able to
work.^ This responsibility was limited in so far as these
relatives were able to carry out this duty. As was the case
with the Elizabethan Law, the Pennsylvania measure gave the
local justices at their general quarter sessions the authority
to make what orders they deemed advisable. The act also cre-
ated a special administrative body for each township as over-
seers of the poor; thus making the township the unit for poor
relief administration. 5 This means of poor relief continued
until 1798 when a transition began from the township to the
county system. County poor directors were then elected, and
poor houses were erected to which were transferred the poor
previously under the charge of the overseers. 6
Relative responsibility in the nineteenth century .
During the greater part of the nineteenth century the prin-
ciple of local responsibility for the care of public charges
went almost unchallanged. The insane, the criminal, the
blind, the aged, and minor children were cared for by the
county poor directors. During the same time emphasis on the
4 Statute's at Large of Pennsylvania , Vol. II, p. 253.
5 Poor Relief Administration in Pennsylvania
,
(Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania, Department o? Welfare, Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania, 1934), pp. 166-171.
6 Heffner, 0£. clt . 3 p. 268.

6liability of relatives for the support of these persons was
placed on their inability to work rather than for any other
reasons which might have caused their dependency. In 1836
the legislature took up the question of a revision of the
Commonwealth's poor laws and passed "The Law of 1836".7 Among
the eight divisions of this law was a section regarding the
liability of persons for the support of others. The father,
mother, grandmother, grandfather, children and grandchildren
were named as liable for the support of every poor person a-
mong them who was unable to work at a rate to be fixed by the
court of quarter sessions. 8 The relatives named were only
liable if they had sufficient ability, but were under pain
of forfeiting a sum not to exceed twenty dollars a month if
they failed to contribute when ordered to do so by the court.
Although this statute retained the fundamentals of previous
laws, it added grandchildren as responsible relatives and pro-
vided a penalty for failure to follow out the court's orders.
This marked the first attempt at enforcement of these pro-
visions.
Twentieth century developments . The Pennsylvania
Legislature, after several years of investigating poor laws,
passed in 1905s a more uniform law which simplified and modi-
7 Purden- Digest , Vol. II, pp. 1153-1161
8 Loc. cit.
9 Pennsylvania Laws, 1905, pp. 112-114.

7fled "The Law of 1836". In this act an attempt was made to
eliminate grandparents and grandchildren from liability for
support, but in 1910 the Superior Court held that the new
statute did not repeal the former; and thus the 1836 law still
held. 10 In 1925 the liability laid down in the 1836 law was
also continued in the Poor Relief Act of that year. 11
In 1913 the legislature appropriated funds for month
ly payments to indigent widows with children in their homes
under sixteen. In 1915 State supervision of this program was
started. 12 In 1932 the State Emergency Relief Board was cre-
ated to provide assistance to the Commonwealth 1 s needy unem-
ployed, in 1934 an Old Age Assistance Program was created,
followed by a Blind Pension Act in the same year; the super-
vision of these programs being placed under the State Depart-
ment of Welfare. 14 During these developments little attention
was paid to the ability of relatives to support the recipients
of these types of assistance. The Manual of the Mothers As-
sistance Fund discusses the value of aid from relatives, but
does not indicate any plan whereby assistance would be reduced
10 Poor Relief Admini stration in Pennsylvania , op . cit .
,
p. 212.
11 Loc . cit .
12 History of Child Care in Pennsylvania , (Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, Department of Welfare, Harrisburg, Pennsyl
vania, 1941), p. 15.
13 Employee 1 s Manual, (Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
Department of Public Assistance, Harrisburg, 1938), p. 2.
14 Loc. cit.

8or denied because of the relative ! s ability to assist.15 The
manual of the relief division of the State Emergency Relief
Board quotes the law regarding support from relatives, but in-
dicates no plan for the determination of a relative^ ability
to assist.
The Pennsylvania Support Law . On June 1, 1937 the
Pennsylvania Legislature passed the statute which is now being
used as the legal basis of policies for support from respon-
sible relatives. Portions of this law, called "The Pennsyl-
vania Support Law", which deal with support from relatives are
as follows:
Section 3. Relatives liable for the Support of
indigent persons; Procedure to enforce support.
-
(a) The husband, wife, child, father, mother,
grandparent and grandchild of every indigent
person shall, if of sufficient financial abil-
ity, care for and maintain, or financially assist,
such indigent person at such rate as the court of
the county where such indigent person resides,
shall order or direct;
(b) The courts shall have the power to hear,
determine and make orders and decrees in such
cases upon the petition of such indigent per-
son, or of any other person, or any public
body or public agency having any interest in
the care, maintenance or assistance of such
indigent person;
(c) In all cases where an order has been made
by the court for the care and maintenance or
assistance of a husband, wife, father, mother
child, grandfather, grandmother or grandchild,
15 Manual of the Mother ' s Assistance Fund, (Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, Department of Welfare, Harrisburg, Pennsyl-
vania, 1932), pp. 45-55.

whether or not confined to any public institution,
and the said order has not been complied with, the
court or any judge thereof, upon affidavit or
petition filed, setting forth that the person on
whom the said order has been made has not complied
with the said order shall issue an attachment
directed to the sheriff or other proper officer of
the county, directing and commanding that the per-
son named as having failed to comply with said
order be brought before the court at such time as
the court may direct. If it shall appear to the
court, after hearing, that the person on whom the
said order was made has wilfully neglected or re-
fused to comply with said order, the court may
adjudge said person in contempt of court and, at
its discretion, may commit said person to the
county jail for a period not exceeding six months .-^
In Berks County the word court, as used in this
act, was construed to mean the Court of Quarter Sessions of
the Peace, In this law it is now clearly indicated that per-
sons need only be indigent to be entitled to support. It also
shows how and where the court can be petitioned as well as the
means of enforcing the law*
It is significant to note that for over a period of
three hundred years, the laws regarding relative responsibil-
ity have always designated particular relatives as legally
liable for the support of their indigent kin. In addition,
they have always indicated that
assumed if these relatives have
named the court as the power to
this responsibility must be
sufficient ability and has
specify the amount of contri-
16 Employee's Manual, op_. cit., Appendix B, p. 6.
See also Pennsylvania Laws for 1937, 2045, Act 397.

bution» Consequently, little change has occurred in the
fundamental principles of this law.

CHAPTER III
11
POLICIES OP THE PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE TOWARDS RELATIVES
The Pennsylvania Department of Public Assistance was
created July 1, 1937 at which time it inherited the functions
of the State Emergency Relief Board and the Bureau of Assis-
tance in the Department of Welfare. By the end of the same
year county boards of assistance were appointed by the gover-
nor to replace the local Emergency Relief Boards and the
Mother's Assistance Fund Boards. On January 1, 1938 the out-
door relief cases of the local poor boards were transferred to
the Department and these boards ceased to exist. Thus the
Department of Public Assistance became the only public agency
in Pennsylvania for granting direct assistance to the indigent
in their own homes. The Commonwealth and the Federal Govern-
ment became the sole sources of funds to finance this program.^-
Initial policies . One of the first steps for the new-
ly created Department was the establishment of uniform poli-
cies, rules, and regulations for all types of assistance. The
financial responsibility of relatives named under "The Penn-
1 Employee's Manual, (Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
Department of Public Assistance, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,
1938), Introduction, p. 4.
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sylvania Support Law" was one of the issues studied and ana-
lyzed. Study of costs of living and "budgets resulted in the
adoption of a scale in February 1938 which established monthly
requirements for food, clothing, fuel, shelter, and other
items for each member of a relative's immediate family.^ This
scale was intended to be used as a means of setting up a bud-
getary allowance for each relative with any excess to be con-
sidered as a contribution unless an exception was made by the
county board. Should the relative fail to contribute, the
court could then be petitioned to make an order which, if
made, would be considered as income for the assistance recip-
ient. According to Saul Kaplan:^
The new policies were strictly applied at first,
particularly in OAA cases, and thus caused an
adverse public reaction as evidenced by the fact
three explanatory memoranda were issued by the
Department from July 26, 1938 to September 6,
1938. 4
The memoranda indicated consisted of explanations that the
policies towards relatives were not to be applied in a man-
datory way without some regard to different needs in different
cases.
During the next year the scale proved to be very
unsatisfactory because it set a figure which was considered as
2 Refer to Appendix, page 100
3 Saul Kaplan, "Relatives Responsibility in Public
Assistance in Pennsylvania" ,( Unpublished Master's Thesis,
The University of Pittsburgh, School of Applied Social
Science, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 194l),p^24.
4 Loc. cit.
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sufficient for all family needs, regardless of their circum-
stances. Consequently, in November of 1939 a new policy was
adopted which continued to operate throughout 1941 with a few
modifications. The balance of this chapter is devoted to a
discussion of these policies in so far as they affect this
study.
Scope of 1941 policy. The intent of the policy a-
dopted in 1939 was to describe the conditions for all types of
public assistance under which a relative who was not a member
of a recipient's immediate family would be required to assume
a contribution for his indigent kin. While it was recognized
that the Department was in no position to enforce support, it
was indicated that required contributions from relatives, when
finally determined, should be deducted from the recipient's
grant if less than his allowance, or the grant discontinued if
they equalled or exceeded it. Should the relative fail to mak<
the required contribution, then the recipient was to be in-
formed that court action would be necessary to obtain some
support. If he consented to court action, his full allowance
was to be restored, pending the result of that action. On
June 20, 1941 the above policy was slightly modified to the
extent that instead of requiring a contribution, it was to be
expected from the liable relative by the Department; thus
directing the same policy towards a more willing contribution

14
from the liable relative.
Method of analyzing the relative ' 3 circumstances .
Public assistance, as a general rule, was to be granted an ap-
plicant, if he met other requirements, pending investigation
of the circumstances of his legally responsible relatives. A
State wide questionnaire, called the DPA-47, was to be mailed
to each relative living in Pennsylvania at the time of appli-
cation for assistance, if it was not convenient for the vis-
itor, because of time, distance or other factors, to personally
interview the relative. This form explained the purpose of the
Support Law, the reason for the Department's interest in the
relative, and asked him to provide specific information in re-
gard to the size of his family, his income, and expenses. On
its return, it was to be weighed as to its merits, and judg-
ment exercised as to which cases warranted investigation in-
cluding a wage check. The actual means of investigation
varied in each county according to the local policies and
agreements with the courts. The method adopted in Berks County
is explained in the next chapter.
On the completion of investigation, the total income
from all of the legally responsible relatives in one family
group was to be computed on a monthly basis called, "The Legal-
ly Responsible Relative's Income Scale". This scale (see
5 Emplo"yee's Manual, op_. cit
. , Section II, Part 5, p. 1.
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Table I) took into consideration the amount of income of the
legally responsible relative or relatives in each household
and their dependents as well as the fact that increased income
carried increased obligations. According to the Employee's
Manual, the scale was based on a study of living conditions in
Philadelphia sponsored by the Industrial Research Division of
the University of Pennsylvania, 6 This study was entitled,
"Wages — A Means of Testing their Adequacy", by Leeds and
Balderson. 7
If the application of the scale indicated that no
contribution was to be required or expected, then the matter
was to be dropped. However, if a contribution was required,
then the relative was to be contacted personally and the mat-
ter discussed with him. If he agreed to contribute, the re-
quired amount was to be deducted from the recipient's grant or
his share of the grant if others for whom the relative was not
legally responsible were included.
Appeal
8
. In many cases, however, it was believed
that the relative would have unusual expenses which could not
be met if a contribution was added to his burdens. Although it
was strictly indicated that the relative must make some sacri-
6 Employee's Manual
,
(Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
Department of Public Assistance, Harrisburg, 1938), Section II,
Part 5, issued June 20, 1941, p. 4.
7 Loc. cit. See also Chapter IX.
\
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TABLE I
THE LEGALLY RESPONSIBLE RELATIVE'S INCOME SCALE
P
Average Monthly B Number of Persons Dependent upon Income
Income of
Relative (s)l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 & Over
C Income Ivlargin in Excess of Ordinary Requirements
Under $75
$ 75 - $ 84 5
85 - 94 8
95 - 104 12 5
105 - 114 16 8
115 - 124 20 12 5
125 - 134 25 16 8
135 - 144 30 20 12 5
145 - 154 36 25 16 8
155 - 164 42 30 20 12 5
165 - 174 49 36 25 16 8 5
175 - 184 56 42 30 20 12 8 5
185 - 194 64 49 36 25 16 12 8 5
195 - 204 72 56 42 30 20 16 12 8 5
205 - 214 si 64 49 36 25 20 16 12 8 5
215 - 224 90 72 56 42 30 25 20 16 12 8
225 - 234 100** 81 64 49 36 30 25 20 16 12
235 - 244 90 72 56 42 36 30 25 20 16
245 - 254 100** 81 64 49 42 36 30 25 20
255 - 264 90 72 56 49 42 36 30 25
265 - 274 100** 81 64 56 49 42 36 30
275 - 284 90 72 64 56 49 42 36
285 - 294 100** 81 72 64 56 49 42
295 - 304 90 81 72 64 56 49
305 - 314 100** 90 81 72 64 56
315 - 324 100** 90 81 72 64
325 - 334 100** 90 81 72
335 - 344 100** 90 81
345 - 354 100** 90
355 - 364 100**
365 - 374
* Adjust to the nearest dollar. A total monthly income ending in fifty
cents is adjusted to the next lower dollar.
** Increase by $10 for every $10 increase in A
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fice to aid his Indigent relative before the public is expected
to continue doing so, the relative was privileged to appeal his
case before the county board of assistance or its representa-
tive. Should his expenses be of a critical nature, the county
board could make an exception and reduce or eliminate the
amount of the required contribution if it thought it necessary.
Relatives dissatisfied with the decision of the county board
could appeal to a state board whose decision would be final.
Prosecutions . Relatives who refused or failed to
contribute when found liable according to the scale were to be
considered for court referral if consented to by the recipient.
The policies regarding such referrals were left to the county
boards since court procedures varied in every county. The
Berks County procedure is described in the next chapter.
The policies covered in this chapter make it clear
that the Department of Public Assistance has adopted and in-
tends to continue a policy of strictly enforcing the respon-
sibility of relatives for the support of their indigent kin
who are assistance recipients.

CHAPTER IV
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POLICIES OF THE BERKS COUNTY
BOARD OF ASSISTANCE IN 1941
The Berks County Board of Assistance at its regular
meetings, from time to time, adopted necessary local policies
to complete and interpret the rules and regulations of the
State Department of Public Assistance. It also conferred with
officials of the Berks County Court to outline policies in re-
gard to determining contributions, court referrals, and other
such matters. These policies, including the functions of a
unique court, are covered in this chapter.
Relatives Included in the policies . The father,
mother, grandfather, grandmother, children, and grandchildren
of every assistance recipient were considered as affected by
these policies if they resided outside the recipient's imme-
diate family group. Relatives living with the recipient as a
part of his family were considered in the same manner as a
recipient of assistance, and thus direct eligibility policies
were applied to them.
On July 21, 1941, grandchildren who by marriage es-
tablished their own family group and household removed from
their parental roofs, were excluded entirely from liability
for support of their indigent grandparents, unless they had in
J*
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the past willingly contributed and were in good financial cir-
cumstances*
It is significant to note that husband and wife were
not usually included in Berks County policies, as in most oth-
er Pennsylvania counties, since the duty of these relatives to
support each other and their minor children had existed for
years under the Common Law as well as in criminal laws on de-
sertion and non-support. Since court referral in these cases
was usually made at once to the regular court, this area of
relative responsibility bore no difficult problem in regard to
the establishment of assistance policies.
Method of determining a contribution . The staff of
the Berks County Board of Assistance followed the state defin-
ed policy of granting assistance pending a contact with the
legally responsible relative by means of the DPA-47.^ How-
ever, on receipt of the information, the income for the past
twelve months of each member of the relative 1 s family group
had to be investigated, totaled, and divided by twelve as a
means of estimating the monthly income. This was based on the
theory that annual income was a much better way of determining
the ability of a relative to provide support than monthly in-
come.
The "Legally Responsible Relative* s Income Scale"^
1 Refer to page 14.
2 Refer to Table I, page 16.
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was used whenever the total household income originated solely
from legally responsible relatives. In relatives 1 households
where both a legally responsible and a naturally responsible
relative5 had income, a different scale called, "The Legally
Responsible Relatives •-Naturally Responsible Relatives 1 Income
Scale" (see Table II) was used. This scale, which was adopted
and used exclusively by the Berks County Board of Assistance,
also took into consideration the number of dependents and the
responsible relative's income in each household. In addition,
however, the income of the naturally responsible relatives was
also considered in computing the total household income when
applying the scale, a factor not considered when applying the
state wide legally responsible relative's income scale. The
scale itself, when being constructed in 1940, mathematically
incorporated the principle that the dependents upon the joint
income of the naturally responsible and legally responsible
relatives were first considered as dependents of the naturally
responsible relative, thus leaving all or part of the legally
responsible relative's income free to be considered for a con-
tribution.
As indicated in the state policy, relatives found
liable, by means of these scales, were contacted and their
3 A naturally responsible relative was defined as a
relative of the assistance recipient who was not a legally
responsible relative, but one related by blood or marriage,
such as a daughter or son-in-law, uncle, brother, sister,
father-in-law, cousin, etc.

TABLE II
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THE LEGALLY RESPONSIBLE RELATIVES'-NATURALLY
RESPONSIBLE RELATIVES* INCOME SCALE
A* Total
Combined B Number of Persons Dependent on Income
_
Monthly
Income of 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 & Over
LR and NR
Relatives C Maximum Required Monthly Contribution **
Under $88
$ 88 - $ 99V 7 7
100 - 110
111 - 122 5
123 - 13Z. 8
135 - 1/6 12 j
1/7 _ 16 8
15Q _J-9 7 170x / \7 20 12 KJ
171 -X / X 1 SIXOX 2*5 16 8<->
1 ft9 _ 1 Q3
-1-7.? 30 20 12 J
iq/ — 90*; 36 9*5 16 8 J
PDA _ 91
A
Z9 30 90
-L/C 8 9 n
<cx / — 99ft ZQ4/ 36 95 1
A
1 9x<c 9 V7 V7
OOQ<c<C7 — Z94«- 3D 90 16 1
9
x<c ft 9
241 - 252 A/ y q47 *3A90 x_U 1
A
xO 1 9XX- 9
253 - 263 72 56 42 30 25 20 16 12 8
264 - 275 81 64 49 36 30 25 20 16 12
276 - 287 90 72 56 42 36 30 25 20 16
288 - 299 100 81 64 49 42 36 30 25 20
300 - 310 90 72 56 49 42 36 30 25
311 - 322 100 81 64 56 49 42 36 30
323 - 334 90 72 64 56 49 42 36
335 - 346 100 81 72 64 56 49 42
347 - 358 90 81 72 64 56 49
359 - 370 100 90 81 72 64 56
371 - 381 100 90 81 72 64
382 - 393 100 90 81 72
394 - 405 100 90 81
406 - 416 100 90
417 - 428 100
429 - 440
* Adjust to the nearest dollar. A total monthly income ending in
fifty cents is adjusted to the next lowest dollar. This is gross
income
.
** If the assistance needs of all the applicants for whom the relatives
are legally responsible exceed $100, Item C is increased by $10 for
every $10 increase in the relative's income.
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liability discussed with them. In no cases was a contribution
larger than the recipient's assistance grant expected.
Appeal
a
. The Berks County Board of Assistance ap-
pointed as its representative in the matter of hearing rela-
tive's appeals a four person committee known as the Case
Review Committee. This committee, which also heard other types
of appeals, consisted of three board members and a private fam-
ily welfare agency executive. The committee set aside regular
dates for appeals at which time the responsible relative could
appear and present his case. The visitor and his supervisor
usually attended the hearing and presented a report of their
investigation. The hearings were conducted in an informal
manner and the facts obtained were all recorded and reviewed
later, at which time a decision was made. In border line cases
the county supervisor was empowered to make a decision* The
staff was required to abide by the nature of the decisions
made.
Method of court referral . Whenever a liable relative
refused to contribute, court action was discussed with the re-
cipient who was the indigent relative. This recipient was then
left to establish in his own mind whether or not he desired to
take court action against this relative to fulfill a require-
ment for the continuance of his public assistance. If he
decided in favor of this, he presented a signed statement to
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this effect to the visitor who referred this statement plus a
summary of the case to the district attorney. The district at-
torney in turn arranged a date for a hearing.
The Berks Family Court , The Berks County Court,
through consultation and agreement with the Berks County Board
of Assistance, had established in April 1940 a Family Court
which operated throughout 1941. The purpose of this Court was
to conduct private hearings of relative cases referred to it,
which hearings were held in the private chambers of the judge
with only the liable relative and his counsel, the indigent
relative, the district attorney and a staff member of the Berks
County Board of Assistance present. The liable relative was
not requested to appear by warrant but by a personally deliv-
ered letter. Warrants were only served when the relative
failed to appear at the first hearing. Court orders were made
at these hearings unless the relative and his legal counsel re-
fused to agree to the amount ordered, and requested a trial in
regular open court*
The policies of the Berks County Board of Assistance
as a whole show an attempt at trying to soften the policies of
the State Department towards relatives. They indicate that the
"Support Law" should be enforced in a fair way, but point more
towards attempting to secure a more willing contribution from
the responsible relative. The establishment of the Family
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Court and its more humane way of dealing legally with relative
responsibility problems, the incorporation of the new income
scale which considers pooled household income of legally and
naturally responsible relatives, and the appointment of an ap-
peal committee further indicate a desire to be fair and just in
the Interpretation of the state policies toward responsible
relatives. Further evidence of this will be seen in the actual
findings of the study itself.
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CHAPTER V
SOURCE OF DATA AND METHOD OP PROCEDURE
Berks County is a typical industrialized county of
Pennsylvania with a population of about 250,000 inhabitants.
Its county seat, Reading, whose population totals almost one
half of the county's inhabitants, is the location of the of-
fices of the Berks County Board of Assistance. Since 1937 the
assistance load has averaged between a low of 4,500 and a high
of 7,000 cases representing about 8,000 to 16,000 individu-
al s.l In 1941 the monthly average number of cases was 4,541.
During the year 5,525 cases were discontinued of which approx-
imately 460 cases were due to relative contributions. This
figure represented the third largest reason for the discon-
tinuance of cases; private employment and W. P. A. being the
first two. The number of assistance grants decreased because
of relative contributions is not known, but it is estimated to
be larger than the number discontinued for the same reason.
The schedules . The procedure of the Berks County
Board of Assistance indicates that an analysis of the appeals,
prosecutions and cases of contributions voluntarily paid or
1 Berks~County Public Assistance Statistics Summary
1952-1940
, (Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of
Public Assistance, Bureau of Research and Statistics,
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 1940), pp. 1-6.
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expected from liable relatives would have to be made in order
to draw a fair conclusion in regard to the entire problem of
relative responsibility in Berks County. In this connection
three different schedules2 were drawn up, each including a re-
quest for the type of data it was believed could be obtained
and would be useful for the study. Since appeal cases would
emphasize the expenses of the relative, these items were
stressed in this schedule, while reasons for failure to con-
tribute when found liable were requested in the schedule cov-
ering prosecutions. In the schedule for the voluntary
contributions, the attitude of the relative was also consider-
ed important. In all of the schedules information as to the
income, occupation, and size of the relative's own family was
requested.
Source of data . Through the co-operation of the
Berks County Board of Assistance, its files, case records,
correspondence, minutes, court referrals, memoranda, and em-
ployee's manuals were made available for the purpose of se-
curing information to complete the study. The writer and
members of the staff completed the schedules after a thorough
review and analysis of these sources.
The sample . One hundred cases of relatives who were
2 See Appendix, pp. 90 - £9
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considered as liable for the support of a Berks County public
assistance recipient in 1941 were selected for this study.
Thirty- six of these cases represented relatives who made a
voluntary contribution; twenty-six consisted of relatives who
appealed their expected contribution to the Berks County Board
or its representative; thirty-eight cases were selected from
those cases heard in the Berks Family Court in 1941.
The method of selection of the cases of voluntary
contributions was very difficult. An attempt was made at firs
to secure every tenth case discontinued for this reason, but
was abandoned after several days searching on the part of
three individuals because of the expense, difficulty, and time
consumed. ^ The visitors were then requested to draw up a list
of names in which they remembered contacting a relative in
1941 and securing a voluntary contribution. This list plus
the group obtained in the initial searching of one out of
every ten cases formed the thirty-six cases studied in this
group, which is a little short of the original 10 per cent
3 Cases discontinued were coded in the case record
as to the reason for discontinuance, relative's contribu-
tions being #5. At the time of discontinuance this code
was transferred to a statistical summary sheet which did
not include any case identification. Consequently, to
locate relative contribution cases would mean the reading
of every case discontinued for any reason in 1941 until
these were found.
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planned.^ Because this method of selection was a random one,
these cases should represent a fair and unbiased sample of the
total.
The appeal cases studied were identified from the
minutes of the Berks County Board of Assistance and records in
the office of the county supervisor. They represent one third
of all the relative appeals heard in 1941, eliminating cases
of spouse vs. spouse and support for minor children.
The prosecution cases were identified from the court
summaries and referrals and represent all the 1941 prosecu-
tions of relative family groups after special cases such as
re-hearings, support for minor children, and private agency
referred cases were eliminated.
Limitations . It should be pointed out here that
considerable limitation was put on the scope of this study by
the lack of sufficient data. In the prosecution cases, some
of the relatives had not provided information requested by the
visitors as to their family income and resources, and when
brought to court agreed to contribute without giving this in-
formation. In the cases of voluntary contributions, some of
4 Cases coded #5 (see footnote 3) also included contri-
butions from a spouse of an indigent relative as well as from
naturally responsible relatives. Since these cases did not
apply to this study, six were eliminated during the process of
selecting the approximate ten per cent sample. Because of the
difficulties encountered, it is not known how many additional
cases would fall in this category, but it is believed the num-
ber would be very small.
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the liable relatives when contacted simply agreed to contrib-
ute and volunteered no information as to expenses. Since
these items were the basic factor in appeals, a little more
information was secured in these cases.
With the background of this and the preceding
chapters, the reader can now proceed to the actual findings
which constitute the next three chapters of this thesis.

CHAPTER VI
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VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS FROM LIABLE RELATIVES
This chapter contains a statistical summary and a-
nalysis of the data collected from Schedule A.l It includes
cases of liable relatives who made an immediate voluntary
contribution in 1941 on learning that their indigent kin were
receiving assistance. It also includes those relatives who
agreed to make a specified expected contribution after their
income had been applied to the income scales.
Significant facts about the relatives studied . The
thirty-six cases studied in this group represented 121 indi-
viduals, six of whom were unmarried legally responsible rel-
atives living alone. The remaining 115 individuals consisted
of thirty family groups ranging in size from two to ten per-'
sons, the median size being three persons. Seventy- six per-
sons were over twenty-one years of age. Out of forty-five
children under twenty-one, all but four lived with their nor-
mal two parents. Two children lived with their father, a
widower, and two with their mothers who were widows. The six
unmarried relatives and eighteen of the relative family groups
resided in an urban area of Berks County with a population of
2,500 or more, while one family group resided in a similar
1 See Appendix, pp. 90 - 93
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area in Montgomery County and another in Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania. Six of the family groups resided in a village with
a population of less than 2,500 and two family groups lived on
farms in Berks County. Four of the six single relatives were
sons of an assistance recipient; the other two representing a
daughter and a father. Out of the thirty relative family
groups, sixteen sons, two daughters, one grandson and one
granddaughter of an assistance recipient were the respective
heads of their family groups. The ten remaining heads were
naturally responsible relatives. 2
Occupations . The occupations of all of the seventy-
six adults were classified by the writer according to the job
they were performing at the time their income was determined by
the visitors (see Table III). Eight working children who were
under twenty-one but over eighteen years of age were also clas-
sified. A spouse who did nothing more than her own housework
was classified as a housewife, and anyone who was obviously un-
able to work was considered as unemployable.
Out of the eighty-four persons classified, 25 per
cent were laborers and 20 per cent housewives. Factory work-
ers, which classification included all persons employed in a
subordinate position in a factory, represented 19 per cent.
Office workers, including typists and clerks, utilized 8 per
2 Refer to page 20, footnote #3.
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TABLE III
OCCUPATIONS OF THE HEAD AND OTHER PERSONS IN
THIRTY-SIX HOUSEHOLDS OF LEGALLY RESPONSIBLE
RELATIVES VOLUNTARILY SUPPORTING THEIR INDIGENT
KIN, GROUPED ACCORDING TO RELATIONSHIP AND RESPONSIBILITY
Legally Responsible Relatives Responsible
Occupations Total Parents Children Grandchildren Relatives
Total Persons 1 37 17 29
Heads of House-
holds 36 1 23 10
Office rorker 1 1
Factory worker 7 U 3
Laundress 1 1
Laborer J- 7 n 3
Fireman 1 1-L
Farmer 1 1
Storekeeper 1 X
Foreman 1 -L
Machinist 1 1
Messenger 1 nJL
Salesman 1 1JL
Apprentice 2 2<-
Bartender 1 1
Janitor 1 1
Unemployable 1 1
Unknown 1 1
Other Persons IS U • 15 19
Factory worker 9 3 2
Housewife 18 5 13
Laborer 5 2 1 2
NYA worker 1
Fireman 1 1
Office worker 6 5 1
Farmer 1 1
Machinist 1 1
Storekeeper 1 1
Unemployed 1 1
Unknown A 1 3
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cent of the group while fireman, storekeepers, machinists and
apprentices ranked at 2 per cent each. The balance of the
persons were engaged as a laundress, foreman, salesman messen-
ger, bartender, janitor, and a N. Y. A. worker whose particu-
lar job was unknown. One person was unemployable and another
had been out of work for some time. In 6 per cent of the
cases no information was available as to the relative's occu-
pation, only the income being furnished.
The heads of the households listed in Table III also
include the six unmarried relatives. The parent shown is a
father of an assistance recipient while one grandson and one
granddaughter are included under grandchildren. The ten nat-
urally responsible relatives are the male spouses of a legally
responsible relative. Among the forty-eight other persons
listed, four of the children are sons and ten are daughters of
an assistance recipient. Nine of the grandchildren are grand-
sons and six are granddaughters. Two of the naturally respon-
sible relatives were the husbands and seventeen were wives of
a legally responsible relative or relatives.
Analysis of income of relatives. In addition to the
wages secured from the occupations listed in Table III, one
relative received additional monthly income in the form of
support from her husband from whom she was separated. Outside
of this and one case in which Workman's Compensation was being
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received by a relative, all other sources of income were de-
rived from employment.
The monthly income of each relative's household was
totaled and grouped in a frequency table (see Table IV). The
income reported was derived from the case record of the indig-
ent relative in which the visitor had determined the liable
relative's monthly income according to procedure, whenever
possible. ^ in cases where a relative had agreed to make an
immediate voluntary contribution in an amount that would pro-
vide the full assistance needs of his indigent kin, the in-
come, if known, had been recorded without verification in the
case record. Ninty-seven per cent of the known income was on
a fluctuating wage basis. The office workers, firemen, fore-
man, bartender, and janitor mentioned in Table III received
a steady salary while the farmer and storekeeper were depen-
dent upon their own business conditions to earn their livings.
The earnings of the salesman had been difficult to verify by
the visitor because he worked as a specialty salesman and kept
no accurate record of his income.
The median income of all these relative households
is $125.00. Among the higher incomes the family of two with
a monthly income of over $300.00 consisted of the two firemen
reported in Table III. The family of three with an income
between $260.00 and $280.00 represented the combined earnings
3 Refer to pp. 18-20.
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of a machinist and clerk. The highest income consisted of a
family of seven whose total combined earnings of $508.00
monthly came from three laborers in the family who were em-
ployed in defense industries. The lower incomes were derived
from factory workers and laborers.
Expenses . The expenses of relatives were also clas-
sified according to their shelter requirements as well as any
unusual expenses they might have indicated on their question-
naire or in a personal interview with the visitor. Twenty-
nine relatives reported their shelter charges of which nine
owned their own homes and paid the carrying charges. Among
the other expenses listed in Table V, two relative's house-
holds had. special medical expenses, one a dentistry bill while
two presented high industrial insurance costs. One woman had
to provide payments for the care of a child while she was em-
ployed and another relative indicated that he had to make
monthly payments on a new car. None of these relatives desir-
ed to appeal their expenses, however, while those who had made
an immediate contribution did not indicate if they had any un-
usual expenses.
The mean average of the known shelter costs is
$19.74. The median rental is $20.50. The mean average of the
given expenses is $9.50 while the median is $7.22. It is sig-
nificant that there are no high rents among these relatives,
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an indication that they are not living outside their means as
far as this item is concerned. Expenses as listed and their
nature are not unusual for the size of the family and give
further strength to the indication that the families spent
their money wisely.
Contributions > Because of the nature of the contri-
butions, it was necessary, when classifying these, to divide
them into two types; those in which the relatives agree to
contribute before an investigation was made of their income,
and those in which the relatives' income scales were applied
after investigation of their income. There were seventeen of
the latter cases and nineteen of the former.
The largest contribution assumed was $57.15 monthly
by a family of three whose income totaled $267.00 monthly.
This contribution was rendered to a father and mother who re-
ceived public assistance, after a request for it was made by
the visitor who had investigated the income. Another family
of three with a monthly income of $170.00 assumed, after re-
quest, a monthly contribution of $60.40, also to a father and
mother on assistance. Others listed in the $35.00 & Over col-
umn of Table VI took their indigent kin into their homes and
provided for them in kind. Since this was not mandatory, this
move was made with the full consent of the indigent relative.
The cases listed as unknown consist of those relatives who
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provided no information as to their voluntary contributions,
simply agreeing to provide support in full.
The mean average of the known contributions is
$24.55 and the median $25.63. Seventy- six per cent of the
contributions were above $15.00. Twenty-six of these contri-
butions caused the discontinuance of the assistance grant of
the indigent relative while ten caused the assistance grants
of their indigent relatives to be decreased in accordance with
the amount of contribution they provided.
Attitude of the relatives . The reasons why the lia-
ble relatives agreed to support their indigent kin as well as
their attitudes about this were recorded whenever found in the
material searched. Thirty- three per cent accepted their lia-
bility without comment while 28 per cent were willing to con-
tribute. Eight per cent protested, but were willing to
contribute after an explanation of relative support procedure
was explained by the visitor. Five per cent were willing to
contribute, but claimed they could not afford the amount of
the expected contribution. These showed no unusual expenses
sufficient to consider an appeal to the Berks County Board of
Assistance. Another 6 per cent indicated they would contri-
bute only because the law made them do so . A third group
representing 6 per cent felt that other relatives found not
liable should also contribute, while a fourth group of 6 per
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cent, who had made immediate contributions, had not been per-
sonally contacted by the visitor because this was obviously
not necessary. Among the balance, one relative objected to
the person with whom his indigent relative lived, while anoth-
er preferred to quit his job but did not do so when put to a
test. One other relative felt that board payments he had made
in the past were sufficient.
How did the indigent relatives feel about all this?
A study of their attitudes indicated that 59 per cent were
satisfied with the contributions made while 33 per cent made
no comment at all. Fifteen per cent felt that the amount ex-
pected from their relative was unfair. Among the balance, one
was unconcerned, another became very unfriendly, while a third
feared eviction since the legally responsible relative owned
the house in which he resided. Only one person could not un-
derstand the support law, while another requested more assis-
tance from the agency.
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CHAPTER VII
APPEALS
During 1941 cases could be appealed by the relative,
an interested party or the visitor, depending on the circum-
stances involved. The relative had the privilege of appealing
his case for any reason he considered justifiable, while the
visitor usually appealed those cases in which it appeared that
a hardship might be wrought on the relative's family because
of circumstances. On some occasions, also, interested parties
requested that an appeal be made on behalf of a relative's
family after hearing that a contribution might cause a hard-
ship. This chapter contains an analysis of these appeals.
Pertinent facts about the relatives . The twenty- six
relative households selected for study in this group consist
of sixty-three white persons, forty-eight of whom were over
twenty-one years of age. Nine of the households contained un-
married relatives living alone, while the remaining seventeen
consisted of family groups ranging in size from two to seven
persons, the median size being three persons. Out of the en-
tire group, thirty-two were males and thirty-one females. All
of the families resided in an urban area with a population of
2,500 or more. Eighteen of the relative households were in
Berks County, five in Philadelphia County and one each in
Clearfield, Shuylkill and York Counties. Among the family
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heads fourteen sons, three daughters, and six grandsons as as-
sistance recipients were represented. The three heads who
were naturally responsible consisted of the male spouse of a
legally responsible relative.
Occupations , The occupations of these relatives
were, like the relatives in the preceding chapter, classified
as to the heads and other persons in the family groups. A
spouse who remained at home doing her own housework was again
considered as a housewife, and in cases where the exact occu-
pation of a person was not known it was classified as unknown.
All employed persons were adults over twenty-one years of age.
Out of the forty-eight classified individuals, 27
per cent were laborers and another 27 per cent factory work-
ers. Housewives were again in the higher bracket of 25 per
cent. Six per cent were office workers while storekeepers,
machinists, and students represented 4 per cent each. The
balance were engaged in office management, social work, police
work, housekeeping, sales, carpentry, seamstress, and nurse's
helper. Three per cent of the persons studied gave no occu-
pations.
The laborers classified were all employed in defense
work while the majority of the factory workers worked in tex-
tile plants. The storekeepers owned a fish and yarn store re-
spectively while the office workers were employed in utility
companies. The machinists worked in textile plants and the
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salesman sold furniture. The carpenter was engaged in defense
work and the social worker was employed by the government.
The seamstress and nurse's helper were employed on public work
relief projects and the housekeeper was employed by a relative
in this capacity.
The heads of the households shown in Table VII also
include the nine unmarried relatives classified. Among the
other persons shown, three of the children were daughters
while one grandson and three granddaughters make up the total
grandchildren. The fifteen naturally responsible relatives
consist of twelve daughter- in-laws, two nieces, and one great-
grandson of an assistance recipient.
Income analysis . All of the income of these rela-
tives was derived from employment as previously outlined.
Table VIII represents the monthly total income of each rela-
tive's household as investigated and reported by the visitor
at the time of the appeal. Ninety per cent of the incomes
were on a fluctuating wage basis, the balance being straight
salaries. None of the earnings in this group had been diffi-
cult for the visitor to verify.^-
The median income is $147.50. In Table VIII the
1 All earnings of legally responsible relatives were
verified through their respective employers by the Resources
Investigation Division of the Berks County Board of Assis-
tance. Employers were required by law to furnish this infor-
mation under penalty of a fine for failure to do so.
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TABLE VII
OCCUPATIONS OF THE HEAD AND OTHER ADULTS IN TWENTY-SIX
HOUSEHOLDS OF LEGALLY RESPONSIBLE RELATIVES WHO APPEALED
TO THE BERKS COUNTY BOARD OF ASSISTANCE IN 1941, GROUPED
ACCORDING TO RELATIONSHIP .AND RESPONSIBILITY
Naturally
Legally Responsible Responsible
Occupations Total Children Grandchildren Relatives
Total Persons 48 20 10 18
Household Heads 26 • 17 6 3
Laborer 7 6 1
Manager 1 1
Policeman 1 1
Factory Worker 5 3 1 1
Machinist 2 1 1
Storekeeper 2 1 1
Social Worker 1 1
Office Worker 2 1 1
Salesman 1 1
Carpenter 1 1
Unknown 3 2 1
Other Adults - 22 3 4 15
Housewife 12 12
Factory Worker 3 3
Housekeeper 1 1
Seamstress 1 1
Nurse's Heloer 1 1
Laborer 1 1
Office Worker 1 1
Student 2 2
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highest income of over $260.00 represents a daughter whose
monthly earnings of $271 .31 were derived from a specialized
factory job. Other high earnings in the |220.00 to $239.00
frequency were derived from the machinists and the carpenter.
The incomes under $100.00 represent also the earnings of a ma-
chinist plus one of the storekeepers.
Expenses
.
Although almost all of the relatives who
appealed did so on a financial basis, very few reported their
full current living expenses. Those who did, appealed on the
basis of very unusual debts. An attempt was made, through the
schedules, to secure the food, clothing, shelter, incidental,
and work expenses of each relative household from the source
material. Table IX represents the number of times each of
these items were reported by a family.
TABLE IX
NUMBER AND TYPE OF CURRENT LIVING EXPENSES OF TWENTY-SIX
LEGALLY RESPONSIBLE RELATIVES WHO APPEALED AN EXPECTED
CONTRIBUTION TO THE BERKS COUNTY BOARD OF ASSISTANCE IN 1941
Type of Current Expenses
Food 9
Clothing 5
Fuel 9
Shelter 12
Incidentals
- 5
Work Eroenses 9
Unusual Debts 17
1 3
I
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Because of the meagerness of the basic living items,
these were simply reviewed and found to he reasonable when
compared with the family income* All rents reported were un-
der $35.00 with the mean average being $30.00. Food and fuel
costs were in no cases reported over 40 per cent of the total
family income.
Prom the standpoint of appeals what is more signifi-
cant is the nature of the unusual debts reported by the rela-
tives. These consisted of many different items as can be seen
in Table X. In some families debts were owed for several
items.
TABLE X
NUMBER AND TYPE OF UNUSUAL DEBTS REPORTED BY
SEVENTEEN LEGALLY RESPONSIBLE RELATIVE'S HOUSE-
HOLDS WHO APPEALED AN EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION TO
THE BERKS COUNTY BOARD OF ASSISTANCE IN 1941
Type of Unusual Debt
Loan 8
Back Rent 1
Furniture 7
Heatinr svstem installed 1
House Upkeep & Repairs 3
Hospital & Medical E-""oenses 6
Mortgage & Back Taxes 2
Undertaker's Bill 2
Corresoondence Course 1
Insurance Premiums 2
Out of the seventeen households reporting unusual
debts, the greatest number reported loan payments to finance
companies for items they had previously bought for their home.
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Some of the households reported more than one kind of unusual
debt such as loans and medical expenses, etc. One family had
just purchased a house and was buying essential furniture;
another had just buried a near relative and was paying the
bill monthly. Hospital and medical expenses were needed by a
few families who had chronic invalids. Payments on all of the
bills ranged in size from $1.00 to $35.00 a month with some of
the bills being paid as the family was able to do so. On all
bills the security of the family could have been threatened
had payments remained in arrears for a long time.
Expected contribution before appeal . Out of the
contributions expected before an appeal was made or requested,
nineteen had been determined by the legally responsible rela-
tive's income scale and six by the legally-naturally responsi-
ble relatives' income scale. In one additional case, the
board had to decide if a relative was technically a member of
the family group of his indigent kin in which case direct as-
sistance procedures would have applied. This contribution was
computed by means of an estimated amount before the appeal.
None of the expected contributions were expected until the ap-
peal had been heard, but in two cases were made pending the
result of the hearings.
Family histories . Five family histories were drawn
up from the schedules in order that a better picture can be
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shown of the reason for appeals and the decisions made. They
represent a cross section of all the cases studied.
1. J. T., a single grandson, living alone and earn-
ing §128.00 monthly, refused to contribute an expected contri-
bution of $25*00 a month to his grandparent because he felt no
moral or legal obligation to do so. However, when his case was
appealed, he indicated at the hearing that he had been unem-
ployed up until the past year and that he was at present sup-
porting his mother, who was not an assistance recipient.
Although he also pleaded heavy debts, he gave no indication as
to his expenses. The Case Review Committee decided that the
contribution to the grandparent should not be expected in view
of the support being rendered the mother.
2. R. T., a son with one dependent, refused to con-
tribute $16.00 a month out of his $130.00 monthly income be-
cause of heavy debts incurred during past unemployment and
illness. He verified at the hearing that he owed a $144.00
back rent bill, a $97.00 furniture bill, and that he was pay-
ing $4.00 weekly on a loan. The Case Review Committee decided
that consideration for support should be temporarily waived in
view of these circumstances.
3. R« F., a son with two immediate dependents, re-
fused to make a $12.00 contribution out of his monthly income
of $140.00. At the hearing he gave no expenses or other rea-
sons for the refusal and preferred to have the case go to
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court in open hearing. Since he refused to contribute and
gave no reasons, the Case Review Committee decided that the
expected contribution should be deducted from the indigent
relative's assistance grant unless the indigent relative chose
to take court action.
4. J. R., a son with two immediate dependents, was
already making an $8.00 monthly contribution on the basis of
the relative's income scale. However, because some of his
other relatives had requested an appeal, he asked that his
case be reviewed with theirs. Decision was that contribution
was acceptable and should continue.
5. C. R., a daughter whose spouse was also employ-
ed, was expected to make a $16.00 contribution out of their
combined monthly earnings of $155.82. They indicated that
they had supported the indigent relative in the past which had
not been appreciated and that they could not continue because
of unusual expenses. They verified a $25.00 monthly payment
on a mortgage, which, if unpaid, would cause them to lose
their home, and some back grocery bills with no specific pay-
ments required. No current expenses were given. The Case
Review Committee decided that the debts shall be considered
as unusual and no contribution expected temporarily.
Reason for appeal and decision made . The above
case histories are typical examples as to the wide variety of
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decisions which the representatives of the county board had to
make. In analyzing these reasons it was found that the larg-
est number, 31 per cent, appealed because of large debts. Of
these 31 per cent, the Case Review Committee decided that
three-fourths or 75 per cent should not be required to contri-
bute anything on the basis of the facts presented at the hear-
ings while 12 per cent had their contributions deferred. One
case was referred to court because of the relative's own de-
sire, the decision stating:
Since relatives who were present at the hearing indicated
that there has been much conflict within the family over
a period of time involving support of the parents and oth-
er factors, and since they expressed the wish that settle-
ment of the case be made through the court, it is recom-
mended that the case be referred to the Berks County
Courts.
Twenty- three per cent of the relatives refused to
contribute without an appeal. In this group 58 per cent were
exempted from an expected contribution because of facts
brought out in the families 1 past, such as long time unemploy-
ment, illness, etc. Thirty- three per cent had their contribu-
tion reduced for the same reason while in one case the
contribution expected was to remain unchanged.
Fifteen per cent of the relatives studied claimed
that their earnings were insufficient for their current needs.
In each instance, the Committee decided that no contributions
2 Minutes of the Berks County Board of Assistance for
1941.
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should be required. Eight per cent represented the cases of
two liable relatives who were already contributing a less a-
mount than was expected, and who felt this smaller contribu-
tion was sufficient. In one of these cases it was decided
that the expected contribution should be reduced to a less
amount while in the other, the contribution being made by the
relative should be temporarily adequate. In this latter case
the relative had been expected to make a ^70.00 contribution
monthly to his parents, but was only contributing $2.00 a
month. The Case Review Committee after reviewing debts con-
sidered the $2.00 contribution as adequate, stating:
That $2.00 a month be accepted at this time as a fair
amount of contribution in view of existing debts and
that a letter be written to Mr. L. (the responsible
relativej explaining that inasmuch as he has made
progress in liquidating his debts an additional period
of several months time has been granted, at the end of
which he may be expected to assume a much heavier respon-
sibility for his father.
3
The balance of the appeal cases represented persons
who simply gave as a reason "they couldn't afford it" and oth-
ers with ill health, poor past employment, and seasonal earn-
ings. One relative felt he should support another relative
before the indigent relative, but this was left to the courts
to decide. The miscellaneous case reported in Table XI is a
relative who had requested that his case be reviewed along
with other relatives who had requested an appeal. It is sig-
nificant that of the twenty- six appeals only three were held
5 Ibid
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at status quo, thus showing the attempts on the part of the
hoard to he fair.
What was the opinion of the relatives while all this
was taking place? Before the appeals, as indicated in the in-
digent relatives' case records, thirteen were willing to con-
tribute if able, while five felt that they had no legal or
moral obligation to support their indigent kin. Two desired
to go to court and another two made no comment. Two were ab-
solutely unwilling to contribute and one threatened to quit
his job before he would support his relative. One household
felt they did their share in making past contributions. All
relatives appeared satisfied with the decisions made.
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CHAPTER VIII
PROSECUTIONS
The Berks County Family Court operated throughout
the entire year in 1941 on cases referred to it by the Berks
County Board of Assistance, The majority of these cases were
referred through the instigation of the assistance recipients
and indigent relatives who requested court action because of
the failure of the liable relative to contribute towards their
support in the amount expected. In a few cases the county
board thought it advisable to instigate the action since simi-
lar instigation by the indigent relative might have caused an
unusual family conflict. In all pending court cases the indi-
gent relative received his full assistance grant until the
court had made a decision. The thirty-eight cases presented
in this chapter represent cases presented to this court in
1941.
Facts regarding the relative families . In every
family studied, with the exception of two, there were a man and
wife, the exceptions being widows with mature children over
twenty-one. The household groups, themselves, ranged in size
from two to nine persons with the median size being three per-
sons. In all families with minor children there were the
normal two parents. The families lived in all sections of
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Pennsylvania; the most numerous living in an urban area of
2,500 persons or more in Berks County while twelve families
lived In villages with a population of 2,500 or less In the
same county. Two of the families came from urban Philadelphia
County and two from the city of Allentown in Lehigh County.
One lived in an urban section of Westmoreland County. Seven
of the family heads consisted of grandchildren of the assist-
ance recipients ranging in age from twenty-one to twenty-
eight, while twenty-three family heads were children of as-
sistance recipients representing an approximate range In age
from twenty-five to fifty-five. Eight were the spouses of re-
sponsible relatives.
Occupations of all adults. The occupations of the
adult members of the relative family groups varied. Of the
eighty-nine adult persons, including both heads of families
and others, 29 per cent were housewives which Included all of
the laborers' wives. The laborers, themselves, represented 24
per cent of the group. Twenty per cent were factory workers,
9 per cent office workers, 6 per cent attended school, 5 per
cent were in business for themselves, while the remainder were
engaged in law, teaching, office management, United States
Government work or were unemployable. Outside of the house-
wives, one office worker, three factory workers, one of the
unemployable s, and four of those attending school were females.
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The naturally responsible relatives Indicated in
Table XIII are those whose income was considered by the legal-
responsible-naturally responsible relatives' income scale in
determining the amount of their liability for support. All of
the naturally responsible relatives were working spouses of
employed responsible relatives.
Reasons for failure to support the indigent rela-
tive * In order that the reasons for prosecuting these rela-
tives might be learned, the reasons given by the relative
family groups were classified according to their comments to
the visitor when informed that their failure to make a contri-
bution would result in court action. According to information
of this type available in the source material, 24 per cent of
the relatives had failed to make a contribution because of a
bitter argument or disagreement which they had in the past
with the indigent relatives for whom they were responsible;
the disagreement having occurred long before the question of
liability for support arose. Thirteen per cent were found to
be unwilling to contribute regardless of the law on the mat-
ter and preferred to take their chances with the court. An
additional 13 per cent, representing four out of the nine
grandchildren families, did not believe that grandchildren
should be made to support their grandparents when there are
living children. Eleven per cent of the prosecuted relatives
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TABLE XIII
OCCUPATIONS OF THE HEADS AND OTHER ADULTS IN
THIRTY-EIGHT FAMILY GROUPS PROSECUTED FOR THE
SUPPORT OF THEIR INDIGENT KIN IN 1941, GROUPED
ACCORDING TO RELATIONSHIP AND RESPONSIBILITY
Naturally
Legally Responsible Responsible
Occupations Total Children Grandchildren Relatives
Total Adults 89 33 21 35
Heads of House-
holds 38 23 7 8
Business for self 3 2 1
Lawyer 1 1
Office worker 2 2
Factory worker 8 2 6
Housewife 2 2
Machinist 1 1
Laborer 19 13 5 1
P. 0. Clerk 1 1
Office manager 1 1
Other Adults 51 10 H 27
Teacher 1 1
Office worker 6 2 U
Factory worker 10 7 3
Housewife 2U 21
Laborer 2 1 1
Attending school 5 5
Unemployable 2 2
Unknown 1 1
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disliked the relatives they were asked to support while anoth-
er 11 per cent refused to contribute because their indigent
relative was a drunkard and would only use their money to pur-
chase liquor. An interesting point which was found is that
only 13 per cent gave as their reason inability to provide the
contribution expected and that they gave no unusual expenses
to back up their statements. Five per cent of the relatives
felt that other relatives should be forced to help even though
the income scales showed that they were not liable, while an
additional 5 per cent stated that the relative for whom they
were considered liable had never provided for them in the
past. Another 5 per cent stated that the indigent relative
had been cruel to them in the past by whipping them, etc. One
relative pleaded on the basis of unusual expenses, which when
verified had earned him a previous reduction of $27.50 a month
from the total contribution expected. This reduction had been
made by the county board in an appeal case, but the relative
at a later date failed to make the smaller contribution and
was referred to court at the instigation of the indigent rel-
ative.
Analysis of known expenses . The determination of
the expenses of these relative family groups was handicapped
by a lack of information of this kind. This was due to the
fact that many of these relatives had not volunteered any of
this information; thus making it necessary for the visitor to
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use the scale entirely in making the court referral summary.
It was found, also, that some of the relatives who did mention
a few of their expenses only gave large ones, such as payments
on an automobile or furniture, hut gave no information as to
their food, clothing or fuel expenses. Outside of these, the
only other unusual expenses found were an occasional mention
of a medical, funeral or back bill payment, which were too
small to classify. Outside of the relative mentioned above,
who earned a $27.50 monthly deduction, no importance was laid
on any of these other claims by either the county board of as-
sistance or the Berks County courts.
While trying to determine the expenses of the rela-
tive family groups, it was found that the actual rent figures
could be secured in all but thirteen of the cases studied a3
this information had usually been secured by the visitor
through ordinary conversation with the relative.
The mean average of the reported rents is $30.50.
The median rental is $29.44. With a few exceptions, it ap-
pears that on the basis of the relative's income they are not
spending an undue proportion of their earnings for rent. It
is also interesting to note that those families with a larger
number of dependents than the average did not spend more for
their rent in proportion to the others. In addition, rents
over $60.00 were paid by the relatives living outside of Berks
County, in areas where rents for employed persons are normally
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higher. The total monthly carrying charges on the resident
homes of those relatives who owned their homes was also inclu-
ded; the carrying charges consisting of water rent, fire in-
surance, taxes, interest on mortgages and judgments. Twenty
per cent of the relatives who reported their shelter expenses
owned their homes.
Average monthly income . In reviewing the source ma-
terial, it was found that in all 1941 court cases the rela-
tive's average monthly income had been computed by dividing
his annual income, if known, by twelve. This included both
those relatives who worked less or more than the entire past
year. There was, however, considerable difficulty in obtain-
ing the earnings of those relatives who were engaged in busi-
ness for themselves since they claimed that they kept no
books. The investigations of a credit company was accepted
in these cases as a means of determining the income. In the
cases of two relatives prosecuted, the income was unknown and
could not be secured by regular or credit investigations; the
cases themselves being presented to the court because collat-
eral information indicated their financial ability to support
their indigent relatives.
The median income of all families studied is $165.00
a month. In Table XIII the office workers, post office clerk,
office manager, and teacher were paid steadily on a salary
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basis, while the incomes of the machinist, laborers and fac-
tory workers were earned on an hourly or piece rate basis*
In comparison with the wages of other persons in this study,
the wages of the latter persons appeared to be in the same
wage range for the occupation. In no case did the income seem
very low for the type of work done. Those relatives with
large family groups were among those earning the higher wages
in the group.
Expected contributions . The expected contribution
was determined in prosecution cases the same as in any other
cases — the average monthly income being applied to the pro-
per income scale. Should the contribution expected be higher
than the indigent relative's assistance grant, then only the
amount of the assistance grant was asked of the court in the
initial request to the district attorney.
The five families listed in Table XVII whose ex-
pected income is listed as "not recorded", includes the two
families whose income is listed in Table XVI as Unknown plus
the three men listed in Table XIII as in business for them-
selves. In these cases the court was requested to judge un-
verified conclusions as to income.
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TABLE 'XVII
NUMBER AND SIZE OF HOUSEHOLDS OF LEGALLY RESPONSIBLE RELATIVES
WHO 7*ERE PROSECUTED FOR THE SUPPORT OF THEIR INDIGENT KIN IN 1941,
GROUPED ACCORDING TO THEIR EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION
Number in Hous ehold
Total 2 3 4 5 6 7 & Over
Total Households 38 15 12 6 1 3
Expected Contribution
Under $10.00 11 5 2 3 1
$10.00 - §14.99 3 2 1
15.00 - 19.99 5 2 1 1 1
20.00 - 24.
9
Q 1 1
25.00 - 29.99 3 1 2
30.00 - 34.99
35.00 - 39.99 3 2 1
40.00 - 44.99 3 2 1
45.00 - 49.99 2 1 1
50.00 & Over 2 2
Not Recorded 5 2 1 1
The court orders. When finally brought before the
Family Court, seven of the relatives appeared before the judge
and stated that they had come to an agreement with their indi-
gent relative as to the extent of the support they would ren-
der, and requested that the charges be withdrawn. Since this
was agreeable to all the relatives concerned and the represen-
tative of the Berks County Board of Assistance, these cases
were dismissed and the indigent relatives removed from the as-
sistance rolls. In the cases of four relatives, no orders were
made because of the fact that two of these presented and veri-
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fied unusual expenses, while the other two cases were dis-
missed because it was believed that an order would not be ben-
eficial to the indigent relative because of a personality
clash involved. These four cases were continued on public
assistance.
TABLE XVIII
NUMBER AND SIZE OF HOUSEHOLDS OF LEGALLY RESPONSIBLE RELATIVES
WHO WERE PROSECUTED FOR THE SUPPORT OF THEIR INDIGENT KIN IN 1941,
GROUPED ACCORDING TO ACTUAL COURT ORDERS
Total Households
Total
38
Number in Household
2 3 A
15 12
5 6
1 3
7 & Over
1
Actual Court Order
Under £10.00 13
$10.00 - &U.99 7
15.00 - 19.99 3
20.00 - 2^.99 1
25.00 - 29.99 3
No Order Made 11
In the balance of cases orders were made. Compari-
son of Table XVIII with Table XVII indicates that in some
cases these orders were less than had been expected. However,
as a whole the court was guided by the testimony of the liable
and indigent relatives plus the amount of public assistance
being received by the indigent relative.

CHAPTER IX
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ADEQUACY OF RELATIVES' INCOMES
In any study of this kind one of the more important
issues is the determination of whether or not the liable rela-
tives have the financial ability to assume an obligation to
support their indigent kin without causing a hardship to their
families or themselves. The most accurate means of deter-
mining this would be to list all of the relative's actual rea-
sonable expenses and subtract these from the total income in
the household; the balance, if any, to be the means of deter-
mining the extent of his ability to assume support. Since the
facts already gathered in this report indicate that only a
minority of the relatives studied presented some of their ac-
tual expenses, this means of determination cannot be utilized
in full. Consequently, some type of an accurate and tested
budget standard should be substituted for those expenses not
reported.
Background of the income scale . As a first step in
locating such a budgetary standard, the philosophy and compu-
tation behind the legally-responsible relative ' s income scale
used in 1941 was reviewed. As has been previously mentioned,
this scale was based on a study sponsored by the Industrial
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Research Division of the University of Pennsylvania.^ This
study indicates that a budget must represent a definable stand-
ard of living, and that the standard of health and decency de-
fined by the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics was the
budget standard adopted by the writers because of a greater
definiteness in this level. This standard, according to the
study, is a basic level below which a family cannot go without
endangering themselves physically or mentally. Standards on
this level should include sufficient nourishment with housing
in a low rent neighborhood, the home containing the smallest
possible number of rooms and being provided with sufficient
light, heat, and toilet facilities. Clothing should be suffi-
cient for warmth, but without further regard for style and ap-
pearance, while the upkeep of household equipment should also
be included. A surplus should remain for medical care, work
expenses, insurance, newspapers, church contributions, etc.
Budgets in the study were prepared as a result of an analysis
of the living expenses of some Philadelphia skilled and semi-
skilled laborers and some Brooklyn office workers which were
translated into a health and decency standard. The cost of
living in New York City and twelve industrial cities in 1926
was used as a price basis with 1927 Philadelphia prices being
adapted later. During this process a means of adjusting bud-
1 Refer to p. 15,
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gets for price changes was discovered and put into use.^
The guide for evaluation . In consideration of the
philosophy behind the income scale the problem then became one
of discovering a standard for the budgetary items mentioned in
the wage study in which the standard of health and decency
would be represented, the standard to be substituted in cases
where a relative had not reported the actual expense. This
was located through a recommendation of the American Public
Welfare Association and is entitled, "A Guide for Evaluating
Contributions from Responsible Relatives". 3 This guide con-
tains two schedules, one of which represents a higher standard
of living with choice for expenditures, the other a plane of
living that includes the ordinary necessities of life with lit-
tle margin for extra expenditures. The latter, based on stand-
ards of New York City family agencies, was adapted by the
writers to meet the needs of self-supporting families on low
incomes, and represents a level of living in which it might be
difficult to make adjustments to release money for cash contri-
butions to relatives. Because of the great similarity of this
to the standard of health and decency, and the fact that it
2 Morris E. Leeds and C. Canby Balderston, Wages — A
Means of Testing Their Adequacy
, (University of Pennsylvania
Press, Philadelphia, 1931), 79 pp.
3 A Guide for Evaluating Contributions from Responsible
Relatives^ (New York Budget Council, New York City, Jan.
1942), 12 pp.
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contains the individual budgetary items needed, it was selec-
ted as the standard desired by the writer for the purpose out-
lined above. As to the tested quality of this guide, one
needs only read the foreward which states, in part:
While the schedules were in tentative form the Budget
Council and a Committee of Social Workers from State
and Local Public Welfare Departments tested them against
the recorded statements of relatives in active and pend-
ing Home Relief and Old Age Assistance cases to deter-
mine their realistic value. As a result of this study
the joint committee believes that the schedules, which
are attached, provide a useful guide that will be fair
to both relative and the agency. 4
Actual analysis of income and expenses
. Budgets
were computed for ninety-eight households of relatives studied
in which the total incomes were known. The budgets included
allowances for food, clothing, shelter, personal incidentals,
medical care, household equipment, insurance, and work expen-
ses, all of which were included in the health and decency
standard previously described. All of the expenses given by
the liable relative were listed under the appropriate items
with no unusual expenses included. In cases where the shelter
needs were not known, the mean average as determined in the
study group was listed. Insurance, which was listed in the
guide as not to exceed 5 per cent of the net income, was com-
puted at $1.00 monthly per adult and 50^ per child as it was
estimated that burial protection could be obtained through
4 Ibid
, p. 1.
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industrial insurance at this amount. The balance of the miss-
es
ing items were selected from the figures in the guide hook.
On completion of the budget details, the budgetary
items were totalled and subtracted from the total household
income; the margin, if any, being considered as excess income
over the health and decency requirements. Figure I represents
in graphic form the frequency of these excess incomes with the
expected contributions from the same relatives also shown.
It should be pointed out here that in Figure I the
expected contributions do not represent the full margin over
the income scales in all cases since the maximum amount of as-
sistance received by the indigent relative often became the
expected contribution, if less than the margin over the income
scale. The Figure is merely shown so that the reader can re-
alize how the excess income over the budgets computed could be
absorbed in making these expected contributions, and is not to
be used as a means of comparison between the actual income
scale and budget margins.
Results of analysis . Table XIX indicates how many
relatives could have made a higher contribution than the one
expected as well as those whose excess income just about e-
qualled the expected contribution. Relatives who could have
made a smaller contribution as well as those who could not
5 Refer to Appendix, p. 101
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have made any are also considered. This Table was constructed
as a result of actual comparisons between the income margin
and the expected contribution in each individual case.
Sixty-five per cent of all the relatives studied
could, according to this comparison, have made a higher month-
ly contribution of from $8,00 to $50.00 more than was expected.
Out of this 65 per cent, 26 per cent represented those who
mentioned they had unusual expenses including those who ap-
pealed this fact, 7 per cent being in the voluntary group, 17
per cent in the appeal group, and 2 per cent in the prosecu-
tion group. Thus only about 39 per cent who pleaded no unusu-
al expenses could have made the higher contribution with ease.
Seventeen per cent of all the relatives studied could
not afford any contribution, 6 per cent could have made a
smaller contribution than the one that had been expected, while
5 per cent could have just met the contribution. Seven per
cent of the relatives could not be classified due to lack of
information on income or contributions.
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CHAPTER X.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
.
Although the liability of responsible rel-
atives to support their indigent kin has been a recognized
legal fact in Pennsylvania since its earliest existence, the
problem of its enforcement was never really undertaken until
the Pennsylvania Department of Public Assistance was created
in July 1937. At this time the realization that public aid
was no longer an emergency measure but a permanent program
forced the policy makers of the Department to consider ways
and means of determining whether or not responsible relatives
of public assistance recipients in Pennsylvania had sufficient
financial ability to contribute towards their support. This
principle was based on the feeling that relatives should make
a reasonable sacrifice to support their indigent kin before
the public should be expected to assume the obligation through
public assistance. The Pennsylvania Support Law which was
passed in 1937 and embodied provisions of old support laws of
the state, which dated back to the Elizabethan Poor Laws of
1601, was the legal backing of this policy. This law had des-
ignated parents, grandparents, children, and grandchildren as
mutually responsible for each other's support.
In reviewing the policies of the Pennsylvania De-
partment of Public Assistance up to and including 1941, it is
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evident that the Department has adopted the attitude that rel-
ative responsibility should be strictly enforced in Pennsyl-
vania. The use of a state wide relative's income scale to
measure the relative's ability to support in the form of a
specified cash contribution, which would be adjusted to the
Indigent relative's assistance grant, indicates how the De-
partment is attempting to make the principle of relative re-
sponsibility enforceable.
The policies of the Berks County Board of Assistance
show an effort to remain in conformity with the state wide
mandatory regulations concerning relative responsibility, but
show also a definite attempt at trying to soften them through
local interpretations. The adoption of an additional rela-
tive's income scale which carefully takes into consideration
the earnings of an employed naturally responsible relative who
lives with a working responsible relative is an answer to the
long time question of "what about the relative whose wife
works but who isn't asked to contribute"? The use of annual
income as a criterion of determining the average monthly in-
come of a relative, the establishment of a family court in
which the relative is not herded like a common criminal before
the judge, but gets an opportunity to discuss matters, are
further indications of this attempt. In addition, the exemp-
tion of married grandchildren, who have established their own
households, from liability for support is a definite attempt
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at trying to eliminate those relatives from liability because
it is believed that a contribution from them would cause a def-
inite hardship to their family because of the youth and inex-
perience usually involved.
The majority of the contributors in Berks County in
1941 were those relatives who on being informed of the amount
of their liability contributed the expected amount voluntarily.
According to a sample of these relatives which was analyzed,
they were persons who with few exceptions represented the un-
skilled, semi-skilled, and skilled laboring classes from which
occupations they derived their sole incomes. They were ap-
proached, by the visitors with the point of view of obtaining a
contribution for the support of their indigent kin, which re-
sponsibility the majority of them accepted without comment or
indicated that they were willing to contribute. Although an
attempt was made to analyze their actual financial ability to
assume this obligation, the only facts obtained were that such
known expenses as shelter costs and other incidental items were
not unreasonable in view of their incomes. The contributions
from twenty-six of the thirty-six cases of these relatives
studied caused the discontinuance of an assistance grant; con-
tributions from the balance causing a decrease.
During 1941 the cases of relatives who had unusual
expenses or other reasons for an inability to support their
indigent kin were heard by the Case Review Committee of the
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Berks County Board of Assistance. These relatives, like those
who had made a voluntary contribution, also represented to a
large degree the skilled and unskilled laboring classes with
a few other persons representing the more learned occupations.
However, these relatives had slightly higher incomes consid-
ering the size of families in both groups. It is significant
that although many different reasons were given for request-
ing an appeal, the majority consisted of a financial inability
to support their indigent kin. Only a minority of these were
able or willing to provide detailed facts as to their living
expenses. Almost all of the relatives who appealed earned an
exemption or deferment of the contribution expected from them
towards the support of their indigent kin. As in the case of
the voluntary contributors, the majority expressed a willing-
ness to assume the support of their indigent relatives when-
ever they were financially able to do so.
The analysis of relatives brought before the Berks
County Family Court in 1941 indicates, contrary to popular
opinion, that the majority of legally responsible relatives
who are prosecuted for the support of their indigent rela-
tives are not prosecuted because of a refusal to contribute
due to financial reasons, but because of many different rea-
sons. The majority of reasons why a relative refused to con-
tribute centered around a personal disagreement with or
resentment of the indigent relative whom they were expected to
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support. In addition, the comments of most of these relatives
when visited or while at court indicated that they did not
disagree with the purpose of the "Support Law" but felt, rath-
er, that the Law should not apply in their particular circum-
stances. It is also significant that although the majority of
the relatives prosecuted also represented the skilled and un-
skilled labor class, a much higher percentage of business and
professional workers were represented. Orders made by the
court were, in most cases, consistent with or slightly lower
than the amount of contribution expected.
The computation of the actual expenses of each rela-
tive^ household, translated into a health and decency standarc
with a tested budgetary item being substituted for each miss-
ing item, indicated that the majority of the relatives stud-
ied had an income margin over their total budget needs by
which they could provide a much larger contribution than had
been expected by use of the income scales. On the other hand,
many of these had unusual expenses not included in the budgets
computed. The balance of the relatives could either have made
no contribution at all or had an income margin sufficient to
meet only part of the contribution. A few could have met the
entire contribution with no additional income margin left.
Conclusions . The study of the income and occupations
of the liable relatives affected by the policies of the Berks
OiJ.,K
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County Board of Assistance in 1941 indicates that neither they
nor their families constitute what might be considered families
of wealth and luxury, but rather are families of the middle
and lower classes. Although an analysis of their income and
expenses showed that many were able to maintain a sufficient
income margin above their expenses to make a voluntary, re-
quired or legally ordered contribution, there were also some
who had little, if any, income margin over their needs. Since
an analysis of the actual available expenses of these rela-
tives suggested that they were living reasonably within their
incomes, it can be concluded that the enforcement of the pres-
ent relative responsibility policies is reaching too many rel-
atives not in a position to be of financial assistance, in-
stead of confining itself to those relatives with a higher
income margin.
The appeal cases studied indicated that the admin-
istrative cost, time, and effort involved in investigating,
preparing, and presenting these cases was a waste of time and
money in view of the actual amount of public assistance saved.
Although it is only fair that a relative who has unusual fi-
nancial circumstances be given a chance to appeal, it is also
evident that the number of cases presented were due to the
lack of a margin for extra expenses in the income scales. The
fairness of the decisions made in these cases also further
verify this.
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The reasons why the majority of the relatives pros-
ecuted for support refused to accept this responsibility
without court action shows a weakness in the "Support Law".
Verified cases of long family disagreements and difficulties
that cannot be remedied, failure of the indigent relative to
help the liable relative in the past when able, and other such
matters cannot legally free a relative from his liability for
support. The results of the court action in these cases do
not justify the additional difficulties that will be caused
as well as the administrative expenses involved in investiga-
ting and presenting these cases to the court, especially since
the cost of collecting their contributions afterwards will ab-
sorb a greater part of the public assistance saved. In addi-
tion, such orders often result in expensive future rehearings
because of the personal difficulties involved.
Although it is difficult to estimate the cost of
administrating relative responsibility policies, it appears
obvious that this cost plus the results obtained in the appeal
and court cases offset the savings which were made in the vol-
untary contributions.
Recommendations . According to present reports, the
Berks County Board of Assistance has been considering in 1942
a more realistic and individualistic interpretation of the
policies toward responsible relatives of assistance recip-
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ients. Because of this the number of court cases have grad-
ually decreased, and consideration is now being given to the
work expenses of additional workers in a relative's household,
since the scales measure only the expense of one wage earner.
Unusual expenses are also being given more consideration by
the visitor and at times are deducted from the gross income
before it is applied to the income scales. The following rec-
ommendations based on the findings in this thesis should also
be of value in this policy making:
I That the present basic policies towards responsible
relatives be continued with these revisions:
A The adoption of more liberal income scales which
would take into consideration a higher level of
living for the responsible relative than accord-
ed in the present scales. The new scales them-
selves should be so constructed that families
who maintain the level of living they represent
could make adjustments in their spending for a
contribution without a hardship.
B That the new scales, when adopted, be used only
to determine which legally responsible relatives
should be approached for contributions on a case
work basis. Since this study has indicated that
the present policies are reaching too many rel-
atives not in a financial position to assist,
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the recommended policy would eliminate the cost
and time of approaching these and confine itself
to those relatives with higher income margin*
In addition, the cost and time consumed in pre-
senting appeals would be greatly reduced, as well
as decreasing other subsequent problems entail-
ing delayed contributions, prosecutions and other
such factors,
C That the visitors be trained to approach rela-
tives found liable with the point of view of
giving recognition to all resources and reason-
able expenses in the relative's household, rather
than just being guided by the amount specified in
the new income scales. This would mean taking
into consideration the extra needs of others em-
ployed in the household, the requirements of the
ill and aged members, clothing for school chil-
dren, and other such items as well as any debts
that the family may have to pay* A budgetary
guide based on the present costs of living should
be developed to assist the visitor in this eval-
uation. From this analysis the actual contribu-
tion should be determined.
II That appeals be made only in cases of very unusual
circumstances which would include social as well as
;
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financial reasons.
Ill That the Berks County Court be used only as a last
resort. The use of the above policies would eliminate
almost all cases involving financial hardship and un-
usual social reasons for failure to support an indi-
gent relative. Consequently, only cases in which
there is no justifiable reason why a relative should
not support his indigent kin should be referred to
court. This should only be done after every other ef-
fort to secure a voluntary contribution has failed.
IV That the Berks County Board of Assistance go on record
as favoring a revision in the "Support Law", which
revision would authorize a court to eliminate from
liability for support those relatives who had a jus-
tifiable social reason for their failure to support
their indigent kin. Since many of the prosecution
cases involve what appear to be justifiable social
reasons, such a recommendation would be in line with
the establishment and purpose of new policies.
V That similar studies be made in other counties so that
a state wide picture of the relative responsibility
question can be made.
Win
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A STUDY OF RELATIVES LEGALLY LIABLE FOR THE SUPPORT OF PUBLIC
ASSISTANCE RECIPIENTS IN BERKS COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA IN 1941
SCHEDULE A AND INSTRUCTIONS
I IDENTIFICATION:
(A) Date of completing schedule
(B) Initials of responsible relative_
(C) Nature of residence
Name of recorder.
Case number
Place of residence
II INFORMATION ON MEMBERS OF THE RESPONSIBLE RELATIVE'S FAMILY GROUP:
A
Line
Number
B
Relationship
to Recipient
C
Age
D
Occupation
E
Monthly
Income
Source of
Income
6
7_
8
10
III EXPENSES:
(A) Monthly family rent
(B) Other expense (itemize).
IV CONTRIBUTION:
(A) Amount of expected monthly contribution $_
(B) How determined:
RELATIVE'S ATTITUDE IF CONTACTED BY DPA:
(A) Relative's comments on his liability_
(B) Reason for agreement to support
VI EFFECT ON RECIPIENT:
(A) Recipient's attitude toward liability of his relative_
(B) Effect on recipient's grant
VII REMARKS:
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SCHEDULE A
CASES TO BE SCHEDULED
1 Schedules should only be computed on relatives who are legal-
ly responsible for an assistance recipient who received Pub-
lic Assistance in 1941.
2 Schedule A is to be completed on cases of relatives who a-
greed or were required to make a contribution to their indi-
gent kin without court action or county board appeal. A
separate schedule is to be completed on each relative group
living as one family, or if living alone on the individual
relative
.
3 The sample will be obtained by a random selection of cases
of assistance recipients whose relatives were expected to
make a contribution in 1941.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
The entire schedule is to be completed from the case
records of the indigent relative for whom the responsible rel-
ative is liable. This will involve a thorough analysis of all
correspondence, DPA-47's, budget sheets, and the running
record. Should the liable relative have a case record of his
own on file, this could be of use in checking some of the in-
formation recorded in the indigent relative's case record.
When completed, the schedule should be checked for any omis-
sions or errors. All entries on the schedule are to be made
according to the known conditions at the time the relative a-
greed or was expected to make a contribution towards the sup-
port of his indigent kin.
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS
I IDENTIFICATION:
(A) Enter in the blank spaces the date in which the sched-
ule was completed and the name of the person who re-
corded the information.
(B) Enter the initials of the responsible relative and the
case number of the record of the indigent relative from
which it was secured. If more than one case is in-
volved, enter all case numbers concerned.
(C) Enter nature of residence as a farm if the responsible
relative is living on a farm, as a village if living in
a village (population 2,500 or less), or as urban if
living in a place with a population of 2,500 or more.
The place of residence should be listed as the county
of the responsible relative's home.
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II INFORMATION ON MEMBERS OF THE RESPONSIBLE RELATIVE'S
FAMILY GROUP:
(B) Enter on lines 1 to 10 the persons who are members
of the responsible relative's family group starting
with the head of the family and continuing in de-
scending order. All entries must be in terms of
relationship to the Indigent relative and assistant
recipient for whom the relative is responsible for
support, e. g., son, daughter, grandson, granddaugh-
ter, son-in-law, grandson- in-law, nephew, etc. If a
member of the relative's family group is of no rela-
tion by blood or marriage to the indigent relative,
enter "no relation" (NR). For an unattached rela-
tive, enter his name on line 1.
(C) Enter "A" for adult if the relative is over 21 and
"M" for minor if under 21. If this classification
Is unknown, so state.
(D) Enter the occupation of each member of the respon-
sible relative's family group, such as teacher,
lawyer, machinist, laborer, etc. Be as specific as
possible. In cases where a spouse is doing house-
work or a child attends school, write housewife or
school as the case may be. Indicate all who are un-
employed or unemployable.
(E) Enter the income of each member of the relative's
family group as computed by the visitor when deter-
mining the amount of the monthly required contribu-
tion.
(F) Enter here in the order of importance the sources of
all income and itemize such as wages, property,
boarder, investments, etc.
Ill EXPENSES
:
(A) Enter here the monthly family rent or carrying
charges. Indicate by (r) or (cc) which they are.
If the amount is unknown, so state.
(B) Enter here any expenses given by the relative and
itemize them as to kind of expense and amount. This
can also include any current expenses given.
IV CONTRIBUTIONS:
(A) Enter here the amount of the expected contribution
from the liable relative.
(B) Enter here how the contribution was determined,
e. g., LRR Scale, LRR - NRR Scale, etc.
V RELATIVE'S ATTITUDE IF CONTACTED BY THE DPA:
(A) Enter comments of relative when contacted, either by
mail or interview, in regards to his liability, such
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as, "I am glad to support"; "I didn't know I was
liable, but will support my kin"; or, "You can
deduct the contribution, but I won't pay" etc.
(B) Enter reason, if listed, as to why the relative a-
greed to support if he did.
VI RECIPIENT'S ATTITUDE:
(A) Enter here the comment of the recipient when he was
told that his relative should make a contribution.
Should the relative have refused to contribute and
the recipient refuse court action, so indicate by
the code - RCA & RFC.
(B) Enter here the effect that the contribution of the
relative studied had on the grant of the recipient.
Indicate also if contributions of this relative plus
contributions from others were sufficient to close
the case.
VII REMARKS:
Enter here any pertinent information not included
above which would be of value to this study.
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SCHEDULE B INSTRUCTIONS
CASES TO BE SCHEDULED
Schedules should only be completed on relatives who are
legally responsible for an assistance recipient who re-
ceived public assistance in 1941.
Schedule B is to be completed on one third of the cases of
relatives who appealed to the Berks County Board of Assis-
tance or its representative for a decision as to the extent
that they were to make a contribution to their indigent kin
who was receiving public assistance, eliminating cases of
spouse vs. spouse.
Cases are to be obtained from the official minutes of the
Board hearings or from the record of any representative ap-
pointed to review such cases.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Same as Schedule A
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS
I IDENTIFICATION:
(A) Same as Schedule A
(B) Same as Schedule A
(C) Same as Schedule A
II INFORMATION ON MEMBERS OF THE RESPONSIBLE RELATIVE'S FAMILY
GROUP:
(A) Same as Schedule A
(B) Same as Schedule A
(C) Enter "M" for male; r,F ,f for female.
(D) Enter "A M if over 21 and "M" if under 21. If unknown,
so state.
(E) Enter "W" for white; "B" for black; "Y" for yellow;
and "0" for other.
(F) Enter the occupation of each member of the family
group, such as teacher, lawyer, machinist, laborer,
etc. Be as specific as possible. In cases where a
spouse is doing housework or a child attends school,
enter housewife or school as the case may be. For all
persons unemployed or unemployable so indicate.
(G) Enter as specifically as possible the place of employ-
ment, such as steel mill, textile plant, high school,
business for self, etc.
(H) Enter the monthly income of each member of the family
group as computed by the visitor in determining the
expected contribution.
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(I) Enter here in the order of importance the sources
of all income, such as wages, property, boarders,
investments, etc.
Ill EXPENSES:
(A) Enter here the total monthly food costs given by the
responsible relative. If unknown, so state.
(B) Enter here the monthly clothing cost as given by the
relative. If unknown, so state.
(C) Enter here the total monthly fuel costs of the re-
sponsible relative. If unknown, so state.
(D) Enter here the total shelter cost monthly, indica-
ting if carrying charge (CC) or rent (R). If un-
known, so state.
(E) Enter here the cost of any incidentals given by the
relative. If unknown, so state.
(F) Enter here the total work expenses of the working
members of the relative family group on a monthly
basis.
(G) Enter and itemize all monthly debts owed by the re-
sponsible relative on which he was paying or was
obligated to pay.
IV APPEAL DATA:
(A) Enter here the amount of the monthly expected con-
tribution before the hearing and indicate the scale
which was used to determine it.
(B) Enter here the reason why an appeal was made.
(C) Enter here the date of the appeal and before whom it
was made.
(D) Enter the exact decision made by the Board or its
representative
•
V RELATIVE'S ATTITUDE:
(A) Enter any pertinent remarks made by the relative in
regards to the decision on his case»
(B) Enter any pertinent remarks that may be of value to
this study.
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A STUDY OF RELATIVES LEGALLY LIABLE FOR THE SUPPORT OF PUBLIC
ASSISTANCE RECIPIENTS IN BERKS COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA IN 1941
SCHEDULE C AND INSTRUCTIONS
I IDENTIFICATION:
(A) Case record of indigent relative
(B) First and last initial of responsible relative
(C) Residence of responsible relative
II HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION:
A B C D E F G
Line
Number
Relationship
to Recipient
Age Occupation Monthly
Income
How Paid Sources of
Income
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
III EXPENSES:
(A) Monthly family rent
(B) Monthly carrying charges and their nature
(C) Other expenses (Itemize)
IV REASON FOR FAILURE TO CONTRIBUTE TO INDIGENT RELATIVE:
V AMOUNT OF MONTHLY CONTRIBUTION EXPECTED:
(A) Indicate scale used
VI AMOUNT OF COURT ORDER:
VII REMARKS:
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SCHEDULE C INSTRUCTIONS
CASES TO BE SCHEDULED
1 Schedule C should only be completed on cases in which the
responsible relative was prosecuted for the support of his
indigent kin who was a Berks County Assistance Recipient in
1941.
2 Cases are to be obtained from the records of the court ac-
tion and should include all cases heard In 1941, excluding
cases of husband vs. wife, support for or from minor chil-
dren, rehearings, and other special cases.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Same as Schedule A
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS
I IDENTIFICATION
:
(A) Enter here the case number or numbers of the indigent
relative's case records.
(B) Enter the first and last initials of the responsible
relative.
(C) Enter the nature of the residence of the responsible
relative, such as farm if living on a farm, a village
if living in a populated place of 2,500 persons or
less, or as urban if in a populated place of 2,500
persons or more.
II HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION:
(B) Same as Schedule A.
(C ) Enter the age of each member of the household. If un-
known, indicate by "A" if adult or "M" if a minor.
(D) Same as Schedule A.
(E) Same as Schedule A.
(F) Enter here how the relative is paid, i.e., monthly,
weekly, etc.
(G) Enter here in the order of importance the sources of
all income and itemize such as wages, property,
boarder, etc.
Ill EXPENSES
:
(A) Enter here the actual monthly rent of the relative.
If unknown, so state.
(B) Enter here the carrying charges and their nature if
the relative owns his home.
(C) Enter and itemize all other monthly expenses which the
relative is known to have.
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IV REASON FOR FAILURE TO CONTRIBUTE TO INDIGENT RELATIVE:
Enter here the reason given by the relative to the visitor
or the court for his failure to contribute to his indigent
relative when expected to do so by the Berks County Board
of Assistance.
V AMOUNT OF MONTHLY CONTRIBUTION EXPECTED:
Enter here the monthly contribution which was expected
from the liable relative by the Berks County Board of As-
sistance.
(A) Enter here which relative income scale was used.
VI AMOUNT OF COURT ORDER:
Enter here the actual order. If no order was made, de-
scribe under Remarks what took place as well as the opin-
ion of the judge.
VII REMARKS:
Enter here any remarks pertinent to the study.

APPENDIX TABLE XI
SCALE USED BY THE PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
ASSISTANCE IN 1938 TO DETERMINE CONTRIBUTIONS FROM
LEGALLY RESPONSIBLE RELATIVES8
Number of Total Monthly-
Dependents on Monthly Requirements For Income Require-
Relative's Income Food Clothing Housing Fuel Other ments
1 $25. 1 6. $H. t 7. $18. $ 70.
2 31. 10. 20. 9. 20. 90.
3 37. 13. 25. 11. 24. 110.
4 A3. 16. 29. 12. 25. 125.
5 49. 19. 32. 12. 28. 140.
6 55. 22. 34. 12. 32. 155.
7 61. 25. 35. 12. 37. 170.
8 67. 28. 35. 12. 38. 180.
9 73. 31. 35. 12. 39. 190.
10 & Over 79. 34. 35. 12. 40. 200.
a Source: Memoranda of the Pennsylvania Department of Public
Assistance for 1938 on file at the Berks County Board
of Assistance.
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APPENDIX TABLE XXI
MONTHLY BUDGETARY FIGURES OBTAINED FROM THE PUBLICATION
OF THE NEW YORK BUDGET COUNCIL WHICH WERE USED IN
COMPUTING THE RELATIVE'S LIVING EXPENSES*3
Item Monthly Amount
Food
Average for children - per child $ 8.00
Adult man 10.60
Adult woman 9.30
Clothing
Average for children - per child 2.50
Woman at work 5.10
Housewife or unemployed woman 3.35
Man at work 5.50
Man unemployed 3.15
Fuel
Average for 1-3 persons in 5 rooms with bath 11.00
Average for 4.-7 persons in 5 rooms with bath 12.25
Average for 8 or more persons in 5 rooms with bath 13.00
Household equipment
Per person 1.05
Medical
Working person 2.00
Others - per person .65
Incidentals
Average for children - per child .50
Woman at work 1.35
Housewife or woman unemployed .60
Man at work 1.15
Unemployed man .90
b Source: A Guide for Evaluating Contributions from Responsible
Relatives . New York Budget Council, 194-2. 12 pp.
?m y
.
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